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to handle men without acquiring the reputation of being an
intriguer, and to his patent honesty. He was not always in the
same place, for he had a quite Emersonian dislike of stupidity
masking as consistency, but no one was ever left in any doubt
where he was.
Had the war not intervened, it is possible that sooner or later
he would have become a member of an Imperial government,
but the course of the war settled that issue. To his romantic
temperament the war made an overwhelming appeal; he saw it
as a great crusade of Germanism against jealous enemies, a
crusade which asked of the individual total and willing sacrifice.
From being a somewhat academic critic of the regime he became
its strong and eloquent supporter in the conviction that it had
achieved that supreme synthesis which is called national unity,
that unity which in one form or another has been the perpetual
dream of German statesmanship. He asked of the government
only that it should lead; when it refused to lead he supported
the army command, strove for an "integral peace," voted against
the peace resolution and in favour of the anncxationist treaty
of Brest, and so when the crash came found himself left out of
the first parliamentary cabinet as a reactionary and even out of
the new Democratic party. Defeat and revolution knocked away
what had been hitherto the very bases of his life, and in November
1918 he seemed a discredited despairing politician without a
future.
It was the very magnitude of the blow that saved him. Flung
suddenly on his own resources, politically reduced to a Crusoe,
he reacted vigorously from the disillusion and dismay that had
threatened to crush him, and by his own effort got together a
party which he called the People's party, a party of his own,
which, although it was still in a state of formation and lacked
at once money and appeal, managed to secure 4*4 per cent of
the votes to the Constituent Assembly.
In the new parliament he was a very little man indeed. It was
fortunate that he was. Regarded by the victorious democracy as
a discredited reactionary, he could exercise very little influence
beyond that of an eloquent speaker. He was not called upon to

